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1 INTRODUCTION
Many thin tissues, such as leaves and flower petals, exhibit rippling
and buckling patterns along their edge as they grow (Figure 1).
Experiments with plastic materials have replicated the rippling
patterns found in nature and shown that such patterns exhibit
a fractal quality of ripples upon ripples — a so called “buckling
cascade” [Eran et al. 2004]. Such patterns are influenced by many
physical mechanisms, including stress forces, physical properties of
materials (e.g., stiffness), and space constraints [Prusinkiewicz and
Barbier de Reuille 2010]. Physics-based computer animation that
produces emergent rippling patterns on thin surface can improve
the realism of virtual flowers and leaves, and also help to explain
which physical mechanisms are most important for controlling the
morphology of tissues with buckling cascades.

Simulating the mechanics of thin, growing biological tissues is
a challenging task as it requires the integration of many physics-
simulation components. In particular, growing tissuemodels require
the simulation of thin structures, elastic deformations, inelastic
“growth” deformations, non-homogeneous materials, morphogen
diffusion, collision detection, remeshing, and other components.
The majority of thin structure simulation methods in computer
graphics only consider elastic deformations and isotropic materials.

Along with the difficulty of incorporating all the components
required for growth, there is a limitation in the current experiments
where the thin structure of growing tissue are modeled using ei-
ther spring-masses [Prusinkiewicz and Barbier de Reuille 2010]
or solid finite elements [Kennaway et al. 2011]. In a spring-mass
model, it is generally less stable, does not accurately represent
continuum mechanics like finite-element analysis, and does not
intrinsically account for bending resistance in a model with a single
layer of springs. While solid finite elements can be used instead
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Figure 1: Natural occurrences of tissue rippling and our sim-
ulated model. The Brassica oleracea (kale) leaf on the left
and Lagerstroemia (crape myrtle) flower in the middle, ex-
hibit rippling along their edge. The right shows our simula-
tion of rippling using prestressed thin-shell finite elements.

of spring-masses to overcome these shortcomings, these volumet-
ric elements have their own limitations when representing thin
structures. While a thin structure can be constructed using a single
layer of volumetric elements with a small height each, the width
and length of each element also needs to be small to maintain well-
conditioned elements, reducing the risk of encountering highly
distorted or inverted elements. However, many of these smaller
elements would be needed to fill the thin structure which greatly
increases the computational complexity of the model.

We propose an interactive tissue growth simulation method
that currently integrates thin-shell finite elements with elastic and
inelastic deformation to represent the elasticity and permanent
deformation of growing tissue.We show that our growing thin-shell
simulations can produce spontaneous emergent buckling cascades.
We compare our growing thin-shell formulation to matched spring-
mass and solid finite element models, and also illustrate how tissue
thickness alters the pattern of tissue rippling.

2 METHOD
To demonstrate and compare our growth simulation method, we
simulated four variations of a previously-published tissue rippling
model of a kale leaf [Prusinkiewicz and Barbier de Reuille 2010]. In
particular, the simulation begins with four planar tissue side-by-
side, composed of spring-masses, coarse solids, fine solids, and thin-
shells respectively. From there, all four variations follow the same
procedure to generate rippling. All simulations were performed
in the Artisynth 3D biomechanical modelling toolkit [Lloyd et al.
2012] that readily offers construction, simulation, and interaction
of spring-mass and finite-element models.

The spring-mass variation of the tissue rippling model was
designed to closely match the model’s original implementation
[Prusinkiewicz and Barbier de Reuille 2010]. In both implementa-
tions, the tissue is composed of spring-mass triangles. At regular
intervals, an extra row of tissue was appended on top. Each row of
tissue carries some prestress that causes expansion of itself along
the tissue plane. This prestress is simulated by relaxing the com-
pressed springs. Unlike the original implementation, our tissues
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will not be manually perturbed to seed buckling. Instead, when
enough additional tissue is grown, it is expected that residual stress
and numerical error will have accumulated enough in the tissue for
buckling to occur automatically.

In the coarse solid variation, the implementation is the same
as the spring-mass variation except each spring-mass triangle is
replaced with a 6-node 3D wedge solid finite element. Instead of re-
laxing compressed springs to simulate prestress, each solid element
has an inelastic deformation gradient multiplied to its usual elastic
deformation gradient [Cyron et al. 2017]. This way, prestress is sim-
ulated as permanent deformation across the entire element instead
of just its edges. To permit large deformations, linear corotated
elastic material was used. The fine solid variation is identical to
its coarse counterpart except the tissue is composed using smaller
elements. Specifically, the fine solid variation had 2x more elements.

The thin-shell tissue is the same as the coarse solid tissue except
each element is a 3-node triangular thin-shell finite element. The
thin-shell finite element was implemented based on the degener-
ated concept where a 6-node wedge is represented and rendered
as a 3-node triangle [Betsch et al. 1996]. Specifically, only the tri-
angular mid-surface, residing between the thickness of the wedge,
is represented. Each mid-surface node has an intersecting director
vector to represent the thickness at that node. The virtual thick-
ness approach simplifies computation and is more stable because
traverse shear deformation is ignored.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among the four different models, we compared their resultant
rippling morphologies and stability. Initially for the spring-mass
model, it was unable to generate any buckling on its own. This
is likely explained by the larger particle masses used for stability,
allowing more prestress energy to be accommodated along the
plane. To at least provide comparable results, we seeded buckling
by perturbing it during growth, which triggered a rippling cascade
pattern with sharp curvatures (Figure 2.A). We believe that the
unnatural sharpness is due to its lack of bending resistance and
weaker representation of continuum mechanics. For the coarse
solid model (Figure 2.B), it encountered inverted element errors but
was stable enough to spontaneously produce ripples with smooth
curvatures. The fine solid model counterpart (Figure 2.C) and thin-
shell model (Figure 2.D) both simulated stably and produced more
noticeable second-order rippling.

When growth finished, we averaged the computation time of
the subsequent 100 time steps. Specifically, the spring-mass (3068
triangles), solid (3068 elements), fine solid (6137 elements), and
thin-shell (3068 elements) models respectively required an average
of 43 ms, 67 ms, 124 ms, and 83 ms per time step.

We also analyzed the correlation between thin-shell thickness
and bucklingwavelength.We observed that increasing the thickness
generated larger wavelengths (Figure 3), which is consistent with
experiments performed on plastic materials [Eran et al. 2004].

To conclude, this paper demonstrates one application of sim-
ulating growth using deformable thin-shells. As future work, we
plan on integrating more simulation components, such as non-
homogeneousmaterials, diffusion ofmorphogens, and handling self-
collisions to offer improved methods for simulating tissue growth.

Figure 2: Top-down view of the rippling patterns pro-
duced by different models. The spring-mass model (A), with
needed perturbation to trigger buckling, produced sharp rip-
pling cascades. The solid model (B) encountered inverted el-
ement errors but was stable enough to produce smooth rip-
ples spontaneously. The fine solidmodel (C) with 2xmore el-
ements, and the thin-shell model (D) with virtual thickness,
avoided the errors and produced more noticeable second-
order rippling.

Figure 3: Simulations illustrating the relationship between
thin-shell thickness and buckling wavelength. By increas-
ing the thickness, the wavelengths increases as well.
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